Highly pathogenic Alzheimer's disease presenilin 1 P117R mutation causes a specific increase in p53 and p21 protein levels and cell cycle dysregulation in human lymphocytes.
Cell cycle (CC) reentry in neurons precedes the formation of amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques in Alzheimer's disease (AD). CC alterations were also detected in lymphocytes from sporadic AD patients. In the present study, we investigated the influence of nine presenilin 1 (PS1) mutations (P117R, M139V, L153V, H163R, S170F, F177L, I213F, L226F, E318G) on CC and Aβ production in immortalized B-lymphocytes from familial AD (FAD) patients and in stably transfected human embryonic kidney cells. In both cell types, only the P117R mutation increased levels of key G1/S phase regulatory proteins, p53, and its effector p21, causing G1 phase prolongation with simultaneous S phase shortening, and lowering basal apoptosis. The CC changes were rescued by inhibition of p53, but not of γ-secretase. Moreover, the investigated PS1 mutants showed differences in the increased levels of secreted Aβ40 and Aβ42 and in Aβ42/Aβ40 ratios, but these differences did not correlate with CC patterns. Altogether, we found that both CC regulation and Aβ production differentiate PS1 mutations, and that CC PS1 activity is mediated by p53/p21 signaling but not by γ-secretase activity. The identified CC dysregulation linked with increased p53 and p21 protein levels distinguishes the highly pathogenic PS1 P117R mutation and may contribute to the specific severity of the clinical progression of FAD associated with the mutation in the PS1 117 site. These findings suggest that impairment in lymphocyte CC might play a pathogenic function in AD and are relevant to the development of new diagnostic approaches and personalized therapeutic strategies.